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Just minutes from the downtown core, an event at TELUS Spark will be as
exciting as it is unique. Our special events team will work with you to create
a memorable event in one of Calgary’s most coveted and adaptable venues.
Host a signature event in our 10,000 square-foot Atrium, or create the perfect
atmosphere in a more intimate space for smaller groups and parties.
The Science Centre is energy efficient and offers extensive and customizable
open plan spaces, delectable and health-conscious catering options, plus the
potential to access limited-time travelling exhibitions, engaging exhibit galleries,
unique programs and activities, or a mind-blowing experience in Calgary’s only
Dome Theatre. The facility has been designed with flexibility in mind, ideal
for signature events, corporate functions, team builders, cocktail receptions
and more.
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Have more questions? We have the answers! Call: 403.817.6887 | Email: events@sparkscience.ca
We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
RR0001 Last updated:
2018
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VENUE OVERVIEW
Welcome to Calgary’s Science Centre, built to LEED Gold standards (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) and with the ultimate learning and discovery experiences in mind.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES SUSTAINABLE
Sustainability Partner:
Devon Canada Corporation

Here are just a few ways
TELUS Spark is environmentally
sustainable:

Located near the junction of
Deerfoot Trail and Memorial
Drive, our location is easily
accessible from anywhere
in Calgary.

north

TRAIL
FOOT
DEER

§ Advanced systems that
capture and use storm
water to flush our toilets
§ Lighting control systems
with occupancy sensors
§ Radiant heating panels in
the floors and ceilings

TELUS Spark is wheelchair
accessible throughout the
entire building, and welcoming
for people of all abilities.

WHERE ARE WE?
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§ Four exhibit galleries (1-4),
plus an 8, 00 square-foot
Feature Gallery (7)
§ An expanded and enhanced
Creative Kids Museum (5)
§ Calgary’s only
Dome Theatre (8)
§ Inspiration Stage (6) and
Learning Centre (14)
§ A 10,000 square-foot
Atrium, perfect for
signature events (10)
§ An Outdoor Terrace (11),
and so much more.
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EXHIBIT GALLERIES*
OPEN STUDIO
Supported by Suncor Energy
Foundation

Innovation occurs at
intersections, and when
technology, self-expression,
style and art collide, creativity
explodes.
Open Studio allows young adults
and the young at heart stretch
their creative muscles, explore
new ways of thinking and try their
hand at unexpected activities.

BEING HUMAN
Sponsored by

You, me, him, her, them, us. Our
genes are almost identical, yet
each one of us is unique.
Being Human will encourage you
to explore what it means to be
human through investigating the
most fascinating people on earth
– your friends, your family and
yourself.

ENERGY &
INNOVATION
Sponsored by

Energy & Innovation explores the
power of energy transformation,
and pushes you to probe one of
the most complicated challenges
facing our modern society – how
will the energy system that we all
depend upon evolve? Discover
your inner innovator: problem
solve, collaborate, experiment in
this space.

CREATIVE KIDS
MUSEUM
Sponsored by Crescent Point Energy

The Creative Kids Museum is a
celebration of the joy and growth
that comes from creative play,
art and exploration. Designed for
children 8 and under and their
caregivers, the Creative Kids
Museum will connect visitors
to the power of creativity and
curiosity in a playful and safe
environment.

EARTH & SKY
Sponsored by MEG Energy

Explore your neighborhood from
the bedrock underfoot to the
aurora overhead. Earth & Sky
takes you on a journey, reminding
you of how keen you are at
noticing things along the way.
Play in the stream, dig a canyon
or cause an avalanche. Investigate
Alberta’s unique geology, the
power of water that has sculpted
its landscape, distinct wind
and weather patterns, and the
influence these systems have
on our daily lives.

© Stephanie Leblond Inc.

*No food and beverages in the galleries.

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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RENTABLE SPACES
ATRIUM

DOME LOBBY

Two storeys high and bathed in
natural light, the 10,000 sq. ft.
Atrium at the heart of the facility
plays host to larger-than-life
demonstrations and special
events. The Atrium is designed
with superb sound quality in mind.

Located between the Dome
Theatre and the Feature Gallery,
the Dome Lobby offers a reception
space which boasts expansive
breathtaking architecture and
impressive ambiance for cocktail
receptions and special events.

FEATURE GALLERY

INSPIRATION STAGE

Sponsored by Canadian Natural
Resources Limited

Sponsored by NOVA Chemicals

This 8,
sq. ft. space hosts
everything from travelling
exhibitions, tradeshows and
other large programs to more
intimate corporate functions and
community events. Our Feature
Gallery splits to a North and
South room for added flexibility.

SOCIAL EATERY
Unveiled in March of 2017,
Social Eatery is a unique space
designed to encourage socializing,
meandering and creativity. With
adaptability in mind, this new
space has the ability to transform
from day to night and can host a
variety of functions and corporate
events.

Captivate your audience in a
theatre built for extraordinary
demonstrations, video presentations and live theatre productions.
Give your next employee
event, AGM, product launch
or corporate presentation a
dynamic new atmosphere. Host a
concert, a show, or an interactive
performance. The opportunities
are endless.

BRAINASIUM
OUTDOOR PARK
Sip a drink on the sun-bathed
terrace or stroll through the
landscaped four-acre Brainasium
Outdoor Park. The park will
continue to evolve and we look
forward to delighting visitors with
new additions as they return year
after year.
We warmly welcome contributions
to further develop this incredible
parkland resource.

LEARNING CENTRE

DOME THEATRE

Sponsored by TD Bank Group

The only theatre in Calgary
featuring high-definition, full
dome digital presentations.
The 245-seat Dome Theatre will
allow visitors to vividly
experience the unique and the
unusual – from the depths of
outer space to the depths of the
world’s oceans.

With four studios, and two
laboratory spaces, the Learning
Centre provides a rich array of
resources and equipment for all
ages to enjoy.

4
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FACILITY AREAS AND RATES
(please inquire for pricing)

Entire Facility
(excluding back of house areas)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20

-

400

900

500

40

-

-

30

-

80

-

-

0

-

Inspiration Stage
4

-

-

164

-

-

Dome Theatre

-

-

245

-

-

-

245

-

-

-

300***

-

200***

-

-

Maximum 2,000 guests

Boardroom
Atrium
Needs 2hr setup
Includes South Event Stage AV package

Learning Centre
Studios
Double Studio

Includes AV Essentials package

Includes AV Essentials package

Dome Theatre Lobby
Feature Gallery

-

400

00

Feature Gallery North
4

2

00

00

Feature Gallery South
4

1 0

150

150

75***

Outdoor Terrace
44

200

400

-

-

Social Eatery
44

150

00

Includes AV Essentials package

Includes AV Essentials package

Includes AV Essentials package

Events in this space catered exclusively by Social Eatery

*Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any changes with you directly during the booking process.
***Assumes ½ rounds of 6.
Details of AV packages can be found on page 14.
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ATRIUM

Celebrate your event in the most sought-after space in
the Science Centre. Two soaring stories high and bathed
in natural light, the 10,000 square-foot Atrium is at
the heart of the facility, playing host to larger-than-life
demonstrations and special events. Designed with superb
sound quality in mind.
Atrium events are limited to non-public hours,
including setup.

Atrium

10,000 sq ft
incl. South Event Stage
AV package

Dinner

Reception Theatre Meeting/
Classroom

400

900

500

91 m

ATRIUM FEATURES
§ Capacity ideal for groups up to 900
§ Full service catering
§ Christie Microtile video wall –
48 Microtiles form a 6' x 10' digital wall
§ 35,000 lumen Christie Roadie projector
(world’s brightest HD digital projector) and a 16' x 30' screen
§ Sound system acoustically modelled by Bose® (first installation
of the RoomMatch system in Canada) – Bose® MA12 Array
speaker system
§ Access to four exhibit Galleries, the Creative Kids Museum and
Dome Theatre can be added for an additional cost

26 m

* Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any
changes with you directly during the booking process.

Atrium

Elevator

Lockers

Elevator

ee

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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FEATURE GALLERY

This 8,200 square-foot space will host everything from
travelling exhibitions, tradeshows and other large-scale
programs to more intimate offerings including corporate
functions and community events. Created with flexibility
in mind, the Feature Gallery is built to adapt to the most
extravagant of requests.

Dinner

Feature Gallery
8,200 sq ft

Reception Theatre

400

00

2

00

00

150

150

Meeting/
Classroom

300

incl. AV Essentials package

Feature Gallery
North

200

5,460 sq ft

incl. AV Essentials package

Feature Gallery
South

1 0

75

2,740 sq ft

incl. AV Essentials package

24 m

13 m

FEATURE GALLERY FEATURES
§ Capacity ideal for groups up to 00
§ Full service catering
§ Completely customizable technology, seating
arrangements, lighting and more
§ Closed private access space
§ Access to four exhibit Galleries and Creative Kids Museum
can be added for an additional cost
§ Ability to divide space into two rooms – Feature Gallery
North and South

Feature
Gallery
North

Feature
Gallery
South

24 m

* Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any
changes with you directly during the booking process.

Elevator

Lockers

Elevator

ee

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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DOME LOBBY

Located between the Dome Theatre and the Feature
Gallery, the Dome Lobby offers a reception space which
boasts expansive breathtaking architecture and impressive
ambiance for cocktail receptions and special events.

Dome Theatre
Lobby

Dinner

Reception Theatre Meeting/
Classroom

-

245

-

-

2,200 sq ft

* Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any
changes with you directly during the booking process.

DOME LOBBY FEATURES
§ Capacity ideal for groups up to 245 (reception only)
§ Access to four exhibit Galleries and the Creative Kids Museum
can be added for an additional cost.
§ A mind-blowing experience in Calgary’s only Dome Theatre
can also be added for an additional cost
62 m

Dome Lobby
23 m

Elevator

Lockers

Elevator

e

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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DOME THEATRE

Add a Dome Theatre experience for your guest as part of
your event – or rent this unique space on its own!

Dome Theatre
incl. AV Essentials

Dinner

Reception Theatre Meeting/
Classroom

-

-

245

DOME THEATRE FEATURES
§ 245 seats in a state-of-the art Digistar 5 fuelled theatre.
§ Audio System driven with 19,500 watts of audio power
§ Resolution of an estimated 17.7 million pixels of
Dome Screen Technology
§ Four SONY SRX Projectors bringing first-of-its-kind dimension
and clarity to movies and Live Planetarium Shows alike

DOME THEATRE
Elevator

Lockers

Elevator

e
e

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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INSPIRATION STAGE

Captivate your audience in a theatre built for extraordinary
demonstrations, video presentations and live theatre
productions. Give your next employee event, AGM,
product launch or corporate presentation a dynamic new
atmosphere. Host a concert, a show, or an interactive
performance. The opportunities are endless.

Dinner

Inspiration Stage 4,500 sq ft

Reception Theatre

-

Meeting/
Classroom

164

incl. AV Essentials package

* Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any
changes with you directly during the booking process.

INSPIRATION STAGE FEATURES
23

m

Inspiration
Stage

22

m

§ 164 theatre seats, perfect for special talks and annual general meetings
§ Building-wide wi-fi connectivity
§ Bose Sound Arrays powered by 28,000 watts of amplification providing
concert quality sound reproduction
§ Multichannel surround sound for enriched cinema presentations
§ 48 Channel Digital Audio console reinforcement during
live presentations
§ Podiums and Green Rooms are available
§ Video in HD projected with a Christie Digital projector
delivering 22,000 lumens onto a 13.5' x 24' screen
§ Brilliant high resolution images in any video format, from smart phone
and ipad resolutions, all the way up to 2K Digital Cinema
§ High resolution cameras to capture presenters and augment
live demos
§ Customizable guest experiences, speakers and programs are available at
an additional cost

Elevator

Lockers

Elevator

e
e

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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LEARNING CENTRE ROOMS

With four Learning Studios and two Laboratory Spaces,
the Learning Centre provides an environment for all age
ranges to enjoy a rich array of resources and equipment.
Suitable for more intimate gatherings, this area is the ideal
solution to your smaller event booking needs. Located
on the second floor in the South West area, these rooms
offer a quiet setting where you can get down to business
or host a private soirée. The Learning Centre rooms are
the ideal destination for Board Meetings, Family Reunions,
Team Building Exercises and Birthday Parties. For your
convenience, we offer an extensive catering menu.

Dinner

Leadership &
40
Learning Studios

-

-

30

sq ft each

* Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any
changes with you directly during the booking process.

§ Capacity ideal for groups of 30 to 80 (double studio
depending on room set-up and catering requirements
§ SMART’s 88515 interactive whiteboard system (74'x46')
§ Full digital projection capabilities
§ Building-wide wi-fi connectivity
§ Wall Talkers which are floor to ceiling white boards
§ Full Service Catering
§ Flexible set-up options
§ Special programs and access to the four exhibit Galleries and
the Creative Kids Museum can be added for an additional cost

11 m

11 m

12 m

LEARNING CENTRE ROOM FEATURES

11.5 m

Learning
Centre

11 m

9

Reception Theatre Meeting/
Classroom

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
RR0001 Last updated:
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OUTDOOR TERRACE

The Outdoor Terrace is conveniently sheltered on three
sides and open to the South allowing for an open-air
experience like no other. The exterior of the building
features LEED Gold architecture with views and access to
the Outdoor Park.

Outdoor
Terrace**
4

Dinner

Reception Theatre

Meeting/
Classroom

200

400

-

-

sq ft

* Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any
changes with you directly during the booking process.

OUTDOOR TERRACE FEATURES

40.5 m

Capacity ideal for groups up to 400
Full service catering
North view of Atrium
Evening projections and themed lighting available on
building’s unique solar-shading scrim
§ Access to four exhibit Galleries and the Creative Kids
Museum can be added for an additional cost
30 m

§
§
§
§

Outdoor Terrace
Elevator

Lockers

Elevator

ee

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
RR0001 Last updated:
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200

Minimum
Food
Spend

* Capacity may occasionally fluctuate. Our Facility Sales team will confirm any
changes with you directly during the booking process.

SOCIAL EATERY FEATURES
■
■
■
■

Capacity ideal for groups up to 200
Full service catering
Completely customizable technology, seating arrangements
and more
Access to four exhibit Galleries and the Creative Kids Museum
can be added for an additional cost

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
RR0001 Last updated:
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AV PACKAGES
TELUS Spark AV Packages
While these popular packages will meet most client’s needs, we
can also work with you to find a customized solution that best
meets your event needs.
Most room rentals now include AV Essentials:
§ Installed digital HD projector and screen
§ Installed high quality sound system designed
and tuned for the space
§ A podium and microphone
§ Laptop connections for sound and video
at the podium
§ Basic room and stage lighting
§ Standard set-up and on-call technical
support for AV equipment.
§ Premium support, operation of equipment and
complex set-ups also available at an additional cost.

FEATURE GALLERY NORTH
STANDARD ORIENTATION

FEATURE GALLERY NORTH
WIDE ORIENTATION

Includes AV Essentials plus 8'x12' skirted stage riser with
stairs centred on North wall, digital audio and video
distribution throughout the room, in-floor power outlets

available as an upgrade to North Standard Orientation

Available upgrades: additional projectors and screens,
coloured LED wall washes, optional room layouts, video
production capability, rated hanging points and lighting grid,
wired internet, integration with Atrium and Inspiration Stage
AV systems, additional power options.

Similar to FGN Standard but with two projectors and screens
on East wall with stage set centre. Addition of black drape
stage backdrop. Includes labour for reconfiguration of room
and installation of audio/lighting/drape elements.

FEATURE GALLERY SOUTH

FULL FEATURE GALLERY

Includes AV Essentials: HD video projector and screen,
sound system, podium with microphone, laptop connections
for digital video and audio at the podium, wireless
microphone, dimmable stage and room lighting, in-floor
power outlets.

Similar to FGN North Standard but includes two projectors
and screens on North wall and two additional speakers.

Available upgrades: coloured LED wall washes, wired internet,
additional power options

4
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ATRIUM PRESENTATION STAGE

ATRIUM SOUTH EVENT STAGE

Includes AV Essentials package centred on the MicroTile HD
video wall for a more intimate experience.

AV Essentials plus 8'x12' skirted stage riser with stairs,
17'x30' flown projection screen and 35,000 lumen HD
projector, Bose RoomMatch Line Array with digital signal
distribution and control.

Available upgrades: special event lighting, full audio visual
production, AV systems integrated with Inspiration Stage
and Feature Galleries.

Available upgrades: MicroTile video wall, special event
lighting, full audio visual production, larger stage,
AV systems integrated with Inspiration Stage and Feature
Galleries, additional power options.

INSPIRATION STAGE

DOME THEATRE

AV Essentials include 22,000 lumen installed HD projector
with 24' screen, full theatrical lighting, Bose cinema surround
sound, digital signal distribution.

AV Essentials include installed HD projection and cinema
surround system, digital signal distribution from stage or
control booth.

Available upgrades: Full production capability including
broadcast quality digital HD IMAG and recording, special
event lighting, additional projection screen, web streaming
and videoconferencing.

Available upgrades: Additional production services available
including Full Dome Projection.

MORE ESSENTIALS
Spark AV has a complete inventory of audio-visual equipment and services, from microphones and presentation accessories to
LED lighting with digital control and HD videoconferencing and web streaming services.
Frequent additions to the AV Essentials packages include: Frequent additions to the AV Essentials packages include:
Laptop, PC

$ 125

Laptop, Mac

$ 175

LED Uplighting

$300

12 full colour RGB LED lights on floor stands. Static colours

$
Portable Monitor on stand

$350

42" LCD monitor on rolling stand with built in speakers

$
Small sound system

$200

2 powered speakers, 1 mixer, 1 microphone, 1 laptop/audio connection

Wifi

Free

#TELUS Free public wifi

Wired Internet

$250

Conditions apply; please ask for details.

Wired Internet (Feature Gallery)

$100

Feature Galleries only. Please ask for details.

Wireless microphone

$150

Choice of handheld or headset

Wireless slide remote

$ 20

OUTSIDE AUDIO VISUAL AND PRODUCTION SUPPLIERS
Spark clients are welcome to use their preferred AV contractor for events. These contractors can choose to supply their own equipment
or connect to our professionally installed video, sound, and lighting systems. We will do our best to accommodate these requests
but note that some requests may not possible due to technical limitations. Equipment rental fees and additional labour will apply for
integration and support.

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
RR0001 Last updated:
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EVENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Thank you for choosing TELUS Spark (Calgary Science Centre
Society - CSCS) and our partner harbar for your event. In order to
ensure a well-organized event, we ask that you follow these
guidelines. Should you have any questions, please discuss these
policies with your
prior to the event.

EVENT BOOKING
Holds for event spaces will be taken without deposit. However, if another party
wishes to secure the date held the client with the first hold will be given three
(3) full business days to confirm and CSCS will issue a Facility Rental
Agreement. If the first-hold client does not meet this deadline, the hold will be
released and the second hold client will be moved to first hold and must
immediately go to contract and pay deposit.
For all events held at the CSCS, a first deposit of 50% of the total room rental is
required to confirm your function date. This deposit and accompanying signed
Facility Rental Agreement are due within ten (10) business days of receipt.
A second deposit is required upon confirmation of catering menu – 50% of the
estimated catering charge is required at this time as well as balance of room
rental. In order to ensure the best service is provided, we ask to be advised of
the menu selection and general details no later than f
een (14) business days
prior to the function date.
4

Balance of total invoice is due upon receipt of final invoice. Overdue accounts
will be charge 5% per month late charges.
All payments must be made via Visa, MasterCard, certified cheque or money
order. Cheques must be payable to
We do
not accept American Express.
Event cancellations must be made, in writing, a minimum of 90 business days
from the scheduled event to receive full refund of first deposit (less 20%
administration fee). For prime-season Christmas events (i.e. Remembrance
Day to first weekend in January) event cancellations must be made by
June 1st of same calendar year to receive full deposit returned (less 20%
administration fee). If cancellation falls inside this window, first deposits are
non-refundable.
If an event is rescheduled to an alternate date, all deposits will be applied to the
new date. Re-scheduled events must fall within a comparable time frame and
attendance to original date.
As a charitable entity, TELUS Spark does not charge GST on most facility sales
items, however, some items will be subject to GST.

4 Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission (AGLC) regulations only allow service
of alcoholic beverages on site under the license issued to CSCS; harbar and
Social Eatery have been appointed to administer and operate liquor events
under this license.
CSCS will supply the entire product, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic,
appropriate for the event. Bartender(s) will also be provided to serve drinks
throughout the duration of the event.
A minimum of $300.00 (per bar) in sales must be generated for any cash or
host bar during the first three (3) hour period. For each additional hour of
service, a minimum of $100.00 (per bar) in sales must occur. Should these
amounts not be reached, the client will be billed for the difference between
actual sales and the minimum required. Please check with your Facility Sales
representative for detailed information.
For events running for the duration of two (2) hours or less, with the attendance
of maximum twenty (20) people, we can arrange for liquor service of wine and
beer only. Maximum of two (2) drinks per person up to
a total of forty (40) drinks. A bartender will also be provided to serve drinks
throughout the duration of the event.
Clients wishing to use donated table wine, or to purchase table wine from
a licensed outside provider must obtain prior approval from CSCS.
A $ .00/person corkage fee will apply.
Please note that AGLC regulations do not allow any homemade alcoholic
products to be served.
Food must be made available for guests at all events with liquor service.
We hope you will find suitable and appropriate items in the suggested menus. If
you have any special requests for a food item not shown, we will be pleased to
customize your menu and provide you with a quote. Custom menus are subject
to additional charges. Please ask your Facility Sales representative for details.
Your Facility Sales representative must be notified of the guaranteed number of
guests attending your event seven (7) business days prior to the event.
. The customer
will be billed for the guaranteed number OR actual attendance, whichever is
greater. We are unable to satisfy requests to increase guarantees with this
day window.
For served meals, we will prepare for up to five (5%) percent over the
guaranteed number, to a maximum of ten (10) extra meals. If more than ten
extra guests are present the main meal service could be delayed
as we make arrangements to accommodate the increased numbers.
4 Due to fire regulations, function attendance shall not exceed licensed
maximum capacities.

CATERING INFORMATION
9. All catering prices exclude GST and service charge (18%). Clients are
responsible for these additional charges which will be calculated on
final invoice.

Children’s Meals – 3 years to 12 years old – (no charge for children under
3 years). We are happy to accommodate and serve children at functions.
Special children’s menus are available.

10. Additional catering and/or service charges may be applied on all events
requiring additional staffing (eg. plated dinner service).

Based on Alberta Health and Safety recommendations, any leftover food and
beverage remains the property of harbar or Social Eatery and must
be removed accordingly.

11. TELUS Spark is unable to offer room rental reductions based on food and
beverage purchase.
12. Charbar is the sole provider of food service at the CSCS. No outside food
will be allowed without the approval of your Facility Sales representative
prior to the event.

A catering confirmation will be sent to you outlining details of the
arrangements made for your event. Please review it and call us
immediately if there are changes to be made.
Depending on the complexity of the event, staff charges may apply.
Please discuss with your Facility Sales representative.

13. Social Eatery is the sole provider of food service for all events booked in
the Social Eatery space.

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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FACILITY RENTAL PACKAGE

FACILITY INFORMATION

PARKING

Call: 403.817.6887 | Email: events@sparkscience.ca

Additional charges may apply in the following situations:

All event patrons are subject to parking fees at CSCS. Cost is
Payment can be
made upon entrance or exit at the automated booth (credit card only – Visa
MasterCard).

To cover complicated or extensive room set-ups.
When clean up following an event involves extraordinary resources.
When additional event or serving staff are requested
which exceed the normal complement.
When linen required is in excess of that supplied for the
presentation and service of the food.
When additional staff is required due to functions occurring
outside of the venue’s operating hours.
If client requires additional items not currently supplied by
TELUS Spark.
When event occurs on stat holiday.
CSCS takes precautions to safe-guard the property of clients; however, we
are NOT responsible for damages to, or loss of, any articles left in the rooms
or building prior to, during, or following any function by the customer or any
guests.
The customer is responsible for the conduct of their guests and costs for any
damages incurred during your event.
You are welcome to decorate your room under the following guidelines:
No decorations can be attached or placed on painted walls and pillars.
Decorations on other surfaces can only be attached using masking tape.
Fire regulations prohibit the use of open flames. All candles must be
enclosed to at least 3" above open flame. LED candles are preferred.
All decorations must be removed immediately following the event.
We do not allow the following: No stickers, gum, confetti, table confetti,
rice, silly string, fog machines or any other items in our facility that is
problematic to clean or sensitive to other equipment in the facility.
Special requests for early setup time may be permitted. Please discuss with
your
4 Security is required for functions with alcohol service, appropriate to the
type of function and expected attendance. Ask your sales representative for
more details. Subject to additional charges.

Event organizers have the option of buying out our parking areas (available for
private rentals only during hours when the venue is closed to the general
public). Please ask your Facility Sales representative for more information.
4 Organizers can also arrange to reimburse their guests for parking. Please note
that during operating hours, we cannot guarantee that our lot will have
availability for private rental guests. If guests are required to park at the zoo,
we cannot reimburse parking for that lot.
4 A minimal amount of busses can be parked in bus loop adjacent to the venue.
Busses will need to be staged off site.

ADMISSION TO TELUS SPARK
4 Admission to the venue is NOT included with most facility rentals. The
Feature Gallery is a self-contained banquet space that is rented for banquet,
party or meeting use only. If your guests wish to have access to the Galleries
and Creative Kids Museum we can arrange for passes for them at a cost.
Guests are welcome to visit the Galleries on coffee breaks/lunch breaks.
4 Exception is for our Christmas party packages which
include admission as part of the per person price.
44 Admission rates are dependent on room rental and catering.
Please ask your
for more information.

OTHER EVENTS
4 All Events at TELUS Spark must be concluded by 12:00 am unless previous
arrangements have been made with your
prior
to the event.

AUDIO VISUAL
4

4

Security is required for all events occurring outside of regular CSCS hours,
whether or not alcohol is served.
All music (live or recorded) played during an event is subject to applicable
SOCAN (Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada)
tariffs. LICENSEE will be billed the appropriate fee on final invoice based on
specific event and music use.

4

All music (live or recorded) played during an event is subject to applicable
Re:Sound (represents artists and music recording companies) tariffs.
LICENSEE will be billed the appropriate fee on final invoice based on specific
event and music use.

We are a not-for-profit organization, and thank you for your support! Charitable business number: 118781079
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